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suflicient conditions ensuring consistency of the maximum likelihood estimate are
given. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid progress in the study of flexible structures, identification
and control of hyperbolic systems have become increasingly important.
Although parameter identification for infinite dimensional systems has been
studied extensively in the literature (see the survey of Polis Cl]), relatively
little attention has been paid to the consistency question of parameter
estimates for stochastic hyperbolic systems. Sufficient conditions for
establishing strong consistency of maximum
likelihood
estimates for
general linear intinite dimensional systems have been given by Bagchi and
Borkar [a]. These conditions, however, are hard to verify, except for finite
dimensional
systems. Our purpose in this paper is to give sufticient
conditions, in terms of the partial differential operator, ensuring strong
consistency of parameter estimates in stochastic hyperbolic systems.
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2. SYSTEM MODEL

Let V and H be two Hilbert spaces, VC H, V dense in H. Let I/. 11and
1.I denote the norms in V and H, respectively, and let (., .) be the scalar
product in H. We identify H with its dual and, V’ denoting the dual of V,
we have
Vc Hc V’.

where we assume that the injection of V into H is compact.
Let 13E 0 be the finite dimensional vector of all the unknown parameters
and A(B) E 9( V; V’) satisfy
(A(e4

I<4W,d)I

9) ~41~112~

for CI,B > 0, independent

GW12

(A-1 1

of 8 E 0, Vd E V, and

A(e) = A(e)*,

(A-2)

where ( ., ) denotes the duality between V and V’. Assume that the
domain D(A(8)) is independent of 8. We omit 8 in the subsequent discussions when there is no confusion. An operator A satisfying (A-l) and (A-2)
is called regular.
We consider the stochastic hyperbolic system

I

d2u( t)
7+k

c, :

40) = uo,

du(t)
dW(t)
dt
+ Au(t) = 7’

O<t<m

~(O)=ri,,,

where k is a positive constant and W(t) is a Brownian motion
H with nuclear covariance

process in

(2.1)

The precise form of C, then becomes

z,:

(a(t), 42) + j-; k(4sL

42)

ds+ I,’ (Au(s), 42) ds

= (Co,42) + (W(t), 421,

v4,

E v.
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The following theorem is a special case of a more general result established
by Pardoux [3]:
THEOREM

tions (A-l)

2.1. (52, #, P) is the basic probability
and (A-2) and with
ug E I?(Q;

V)

and

space. Under assump-

ti, E L*(Q; H)

there exists a unique continuous solution to C, such that

u E L*(Q; C( [O, T]; V))

(2.2)

ti E L*(Q; C( [O, T]; H))

(2.3 )

for all T< co.

For convenience of description,
the vector form. We set

we rewrite the hyperbolic

.X=VvxH.

If+, WE%‘, with @=($L,d2)’
on X by

and ~=(1(/~,$~)‘,

(2.4)
define the scalar product

C$,WI = (Ad,? $1) + (42, $2).
Identifyting

system C, in

(2.5)

310 with its dual and introducing
v=vxv

(2.6)

we have

where
Y’ = v x V’.

(2.7)

For $ E “Y-, define
(2.8)

that is,
E Y( I’; V’).

(2.9 1
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written as

x(t)+jfdx(s)ds=x,+Bw(f),

(2.10)

0

where x(t) = (u(t), c(t)) E L*(Q; C( [0, T]; S))

and

sYW(t) = (0, W(t))‘.
Corresponding

to the system (2.10), we set the observation mechanism

y(r)=j’Cu(s)ds+ if(t),

(2.11)

0

where CE 8(H;

UP). We can write Eq. (2.11) equivalently

y(t) = J; Wx(s) ds+ v-(t),

as
(2.12)

where 59~ Y(Z; [wq) defined by %?$= C4i, and V(t) is a vector-valued
Brownian motion on [wqwith known incremental covariance. Without loss
of generality, we can assume this to be the identity matrix.
Let us now explain the identification problem. 8 denotes the finite dimension vector of all the unknown parameters in A. Let B,, denote their true
values and we assume that the parameter set 0 c [Wkis compact. We want
to determine the “best” estimate of 8,, denoted by dT, in 0 based on the
observation y(t), 0 Q t G T.
THEOREM
2.2. Assume that A(8) are regular such that A(fl)qS~ H for
q5E H and V8 E 0. Then -d(e)
generates a strongly continuous semigroup
S(t; 0) such that

IIW

e)ll 6 e-“I’,

(2.13)

where w1 > 0 is independent of 8.
Proof: From [4, Theorem 2.2.31 we know that D(A”*(0)) = V, under
the assumptions of the theorem. It follows from [S] (see also [6, p. 3533)
that d(e), with domain D(A) x V generates a strongly continuous
contraction semigroup S(t; t9). To prove (uniform) exponential stability,
we use [6, Lemma 2.11. To apply this result, we need to verify that
o( --A) $ sup{Re 2: 2 E cr(-A)} < 0, where u( --A) denotes the spectrum
of -A. Because of assumption (A-l), w( -A(8))<
--c( for all 0rz 0.
Theorem 2.2 then follows directly from [6, Lemma 2.11. 1
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Because of Theorem 2.2, we know that the system will reach a steady
state. From now on, we assume that the system has already reached a
steady state. This assumption is strictly not necessary for studying
consistency of the parameter estimates, but will simplify some expressions
encountered later in the paper.
We use the method of maximum likelihood for estimating the unknown
parameters. Let PO, POT, 0 E 0, TE [0, co), denote the probability measures
induced on C( [0, cc); (WY),C( [0, T]; [WY),respectively, by ,+t; 0). Then PBT
is absoiuteIy continuous with respect to P,, for all TE [0, to) and, as
shown in [2],

-2JT[(oa(l;n)-~~(r;e,)),d~(~;w)7,
0

(2.14)

P,, a.s.,

where .?(t; 0,) 4 E[x(t; 6,) ( y(s), 0 <s d r] which is a functional of y(s),
0 <s 6 I, R(t; 8) is given by the same functional expression with 8 replacing
0, and w(r; o), t B 0, is a PO,-Brownian motion.
Let d,(y) E 0 be such that
(2.15)
for ail 6’ E 0, TE [ 1, co) and for a.e. y . d, is a maximum
estimate of 13~based on v(s), 0 ,< s < T.

3. THE FILTERING

PROBLEM

We omit the explicit mention of &, when working
parameter. In steady state, the filter a(t) is given by
i(t) + J; dqs)

likelihood

with the true

ds = J; x ciz(s)

under the assumption that x0 is zero-mean Gaussian, independent
and V. z(t), the so-called innovation process is defined by
z(f)=

y(f)-j%P(s)ds

(3.1)

of W

(3.2)

0

and the gain X is given by
X=.6!?@?*.

(3.3)
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9 is the unique solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
(3.4)
where
(3Sa)
and the adjoint operators of d and W are defined by

Jg+*=

(3.5b)

and, for z E [wq,
%?*z = (A-‘C*z,

(3.5c)

0)‘.

Consider now the parameter dependent algebraic Riccati equation
-d(e)

9(e) - 9qev) d(e)*

+ 9 - 6qe) v*gqe)

= 0.

(3.4’)

THEOREM
3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and CE Y(H; [WY),
assuming that all coefficients of A(8). are regular such that A(B) 4 E H for
4 E V, the solution of (3.4’) satisfies

(3.6)
where 9$ E L?( V; V), 9, E 9’(H;

V), 9$ E L?( V; H) and gj E LY(H; H).

Proof:
In order to study the regularity property of solution to the
operator Riccati equation, we use the technique proposed by Lions [7,
p. 3071. Thus, we consider the optimal control problem for the deterministic system,

d+(t) +

7

d*+(t)

+ w*f (2) = 0

in (s, T)

MS)=gE~,
where we do not mention
function is given by
J(f)

the dependence of d*

= 1’ { C24(t),

(3.7b)
on 8, and the cost

Mt)l + If (t)l&> dt,
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wherefe L’([Is,Tl; [WY).
SettingQ(t)= (d,(t),d2(t))andg= (g,,g,),
Eq. (3.7) can be rewritten as
(3.9a

&b(f) + k 7&L(t)+
dt2

&2(t)

4,(s) = g,,
the initial conditions

+ c*,f(t)

4*(s) =

=o

(3.9b

g2

of Eq. (3.9b) are given by
42(s) =

g2

EH

and dti2(s)/dt = Ag, -kg, E V’.
It follows that Eq. (3.9b) has a unique solution such that
E

C((s,T);

Hx

V’).

(3.10)

From (3.9a) and (3.10), we conclude that
$ E C((s, n

From the definition

(3.11)

2”).

of S?and Eq. (3.11), we find that

[s+(t), $(t)l < const,

Vf E [O, T].

This implies that the control problem (3.7)-(3.8) is well formulated. Using
once more the optimal control theory of Lions [7], we derive the adjoint
equation

- h(t)
~+dp(t)=2@(t)

(3.12a)
(3.12b)

p(T)=0

and the optimal control f’(t)
p(t) = (pi(t), p2(f))‘, we have

is given by %?p(t). In (3.12)

setting

(3.13a)
--d2pl(t)
dt2

k @l(t)
dt+

h,(t)

= CM&(t)

P,(T)=P,(T)=O.

(3.13b)
(3.13c)
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Since Q&E C((s, T); H), Eq. (3.13b) has a unique solution such that

It follows that p E C((s, T); #).
By using the decoupling technique,
Riccati equation satisfies

the solution

of the nonstationary

P(S) = P(s)g
and, therefore, we have
P(s) E S(Jf;

2).

The remaining half of the proof consists of studying the case s= -co.
Noting that -d*
generates an exponentially
stable semigroup (see
Theorem 2.2), we can apply the arguments in [7, Chap. 3, Sect. 31.
Furthermore, from [8], it follows that Eq. (3.4’) has a unique nonnegative
solution.
1
For later development,

we need the following result:

THEOREM
3.2. Under conditions of Theorem 3.1, there exists a strongly
continuous semigroup Y(t; 0) such that

F

= (-d(e) - .9(e)g*w)) r(t; e)

~(0;e) = z

(3.14a)
(3.14b)

and for x E X,
(3.15)
where d2 > 1 and w2 > 0 are independent of 8.
Proof: Using the approach of Lions [7, p. 309, Lemma 5.41 we first
obtain the uniform bound

cmb,

XLWXI:,

(3.16)

where the constant c is independent of 8. The fact that c is independent
of 8 follows from the uniform exponential abound (2.13) proved in
Theorem 2.2.
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the following evolution

equation

d$ t)
-=(-d*(e)-5t?+%Yye))x(t)
dt

(3.17)

.qO)=xEZ.
as a Lyapunov
Choosing [P(0) Z(t), Z(r)lx
algebraic Riccati Eq. (3.4’) we obtain

function

and using the

CP’(W-f(t), x(t)l, + j’ { l@‘p’(@f(s)l’,q + CAMS),W)l., >ds
0

= [me,
Noting

(3.18)

x1.K..

that d 3 0, we take the limit in (3.18) as t + cc to obtain
s 0

= ~u~,(e)x~s)l’,ydc~~~~~,~l,,d~I~I:.

(3.19)

Now let Y*(t; 0) be the semigroup generated by the operator ( -a*(e)
V*%P(e)); that is,
dY*::;H)=(-~*(e)-‘ti’(k”r(e))

-

Y*(t;e)
(3.20)

Y*(o; e) = 1.

The semigroup

Y *( t; 0) can be represented by

Y*(t;e)x=S*(l;e)x-j’S*(t-s;e)%f*~(e)

Y*(s$)Xds,

(3.21)

0

where S*(t; 0) is the semigroup generated by -d*(0),
Theorem 2.2,
IS*(t;

8)x1,

and we have from
(3.22)

~d~e-~““I~j,,.

It follows from (3.21) and (3.22) that

IY*(~; 8)x1,,< p*(t; 8)x1,+ ji IS*(~-S; evc*ww
< d,epW”

I4+++.Ve-

y*w)~i,

ds

ol(r-s)(%‘sqe) Y*(s; fI)xJ.,ds

(for some 2 > 0)
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Young’s inequality

(see [S, p. 2561) implies that
l/2

) Y*(t;

tI)x&zz dt

~d,Ixl,r>

>

using (3.19).

This implies, following the proof of the important result of Datko [9,
pp. 614-615, Theorem and Corollary] that Y*(t; 19)is bounded by d2eeuzf,
where d2 > 1 and w2 >O are independent of 8. This proves the desired
result. 1

4. CONSISTENCY OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES
We assume that the coefficients of the operator A(8) are differentiable
with respect to 8. Furthermore, assume that there exists a constant N such
that
aA(e)
6 N,
EP, I w I re(vivo
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let
following operator
(A(8)&

+Jol

V=Hi(O,

Vi= 1, .... k.

1) and. V’=H-‘(0,

a(x, O)~%$)dx,

In this example, for condition

(B-l)

sup
xe[O,l],eE8

for

(B-1 1

1). Consider

the

4, * E V.

(4.1)

to hold, it is sufficient to assume that

a4x;0) <N
I
I .
ae‘

(4.2)

THEOREM 4.1. Under (B-l) and conditions stated in Theorem 3.1, the
solution P(0) of Eq. (3.4’) is diff erentiable with respect to 0 and satisfies, for
i= 19 .*., k, the equation
(-d(e)

-g(e)

q*w:)
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with

Proof. With the aid of the properties of the operators 3, i = 0, 1, 2, 3,
the term on the r.h.s. of (4.3) belongs to 9(X; X). From Theorem 3.2, we
derive (4.4). R

It is a simple exercise to give the explicit form for the estimate .< (see
Balakrishnan [ lo] ),
(4.5)

i(t;e)=j’e(t-s;e)(z+R(t,s,e”))dz(s),
0

where
!(t-s;e)

2 Y(t-s;e)qe)~*

(4.6)

and
I&(t, s; 0,) ii j-r S(z - s; f3,) P(O,)%‘* dz.
*
THEOREM 4.2.

(4.7 1

There exists a constant N, (independent of 0 and 0,) such

that
IR(t, s; ~o)l$(Iw+Iwy) d N,

(4.8a)

and
le(t-s;e)l:-~N,e-“‘?‘I~‘).

(48b)

Proof: From Theorems (3.1) and (2.2), estimate (4.8a) can be readily
obtained. Furthermore, Theorem 3.2 implies that
le(t-s;e)l’,-~d,e~“*(‘-“)l9(8)~*lS
=dze~~~*“--S){~~o(~)~-~(e)~*i~~IW4~V,+i~~(e)~-~(e)~*~~~IWY~V,)
$ N, e-W(f-S)

on account of Theorem 3.1 and the fact that %* E .Y(lP; Hf.
THEOREM 4.3.

Under (B-l),

the estimate holds,
(4.9)

where o, > 0 and N, are independent of 8.
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From (4.61, we have

QO; e) = 9(e)%?*.
Differentiating with respect to 8;, obtain we

m
aei

= apuu ($?s*
i30i
’

Using the semigroup Y(t - s; O), the above equation can be rewritten as
ae(t -SS;e)
iMi
(4.10)
Then, applying Theorems 2.2 and 3.2, we have

+I;

dze-“d-f)
--

0
0
e(~
c)

Writing /(t-s;

-- am)
at+

?!(z -s;

8)

dr.

19)=(.&‘~(t--s;8), L’,(t-s; 0))’ and using (B-l),
o

-s; e)

aAw
= y-&p&-s;
I
Y( w; 3?‘)

e)

2yW;-Y’)
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and from Theorem 4.1, it follows that

for some N, > 0.
We, therefore, have

Applying the bound obtained
(4.9) can be derived. 1

in Theorem 4.2 to Eq. (4.11), the estimate

Consistency of the maximum likelihood
result in this paper, is established next.

estimate, which is the main

LEMMA
4.1. In addition to all the conditions
assume now that (B-l) also holds. Then we have

stated in Section 3, we

a.s.
ProoJ

(4.12)

Set

g(e, T) =ks,’

(%a(*,

8) - (ea(t; e,)) dWt).

(4.13)

Using the argument of [ 11, p. 201, Lemma 4.11 it is easy to show that
iim Th o. g(0, T) = 0 a.s. for fired 8.
In order to derive (4.12), we must show that g(0, T) is uniformly
continuous in e on 0, uniformly in T E [ 1, 00) a.s.
To show this, we note that
E(l~~(t;e)-~~(t;e’)12,,)

GMMEJ~~, e)-qt;

e’)j’,...

Now, using Eq. (4.5), we have
qqt;

e) - i(t; e)l’,
GM, 5 ’ I(e(t --s; e)-a(*
0

-SS; ey)(p+

~(2, S; eO))&wq,l ,) ds
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GM,
s‘IP(~-s;~)-L(I-~;~‘)I:(,,;,.,,~
(using (4.8a))

0

=M,~fIV,~(t-s;e)I,~e(~-~‘)l:,,~:,-.,d~for some B E 0
0

(using Theorem 4.3).
We, therefore, obtain

Using now the argument given in Borkar and Bagchi [11] we can show,
from (4.14), that g(B, T) is uniformly continuous in 0. This establishes the
lemma. 1
THEOREM 4.4. Let .N be the set of trajectories y for which the statement
of Lemma 4.1 fails; that is, M is the set of measurezero outside which the
preceding lemma holds. For each o 4 JV and for T E [ 1, cc ), let 8, be the
maximum likelihood estimate of 8,. Under all the conditions stated
previously, we have

Jima J-Jo= (Vi(t, 8,) -%?2(t; eo)I’,q dt=O
ProojI

The maximum

likelihood

(4.15)

a.$.

estimate 4, satisfies

~jil~(t;bir)-4(t;eo)12WUdt)>0

a.s.

0

Applying

Lemma 4.1, the desired result follows.

1

The following result establishes consistency:
COROLLARY

Proof:

4.1.

!?~+{~(P,{%?~(T;8)=Q?~(T;8,)VT}=1}

a.s.

Follows from the previous theorem and the fact that

where the expectation

is with respect to the stationary measure.

1
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5. CONCLUSION

An explicit sufficient condition for guaranteeing convergence of the
maximum likelihood estimate to the true parameter value for stochastic
hyperbolic systems is given. It is interesting to see how the technique
developed in this paper may be used for studying consistency with other
types of state noise models. For example, one can study Brownian motion
with white noise in space [lo] and/or Brownian motion in time with
impulse in space as intensity, the so-called pointwise disturbance [ 121.
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